Updated Post Pandemic Reorg Proposal Plans

REORGANIZE

ARCH:
- Move architecture to engineering
- School of Architecture, Art, and Design (CALL)
- School of Architecture and Planning (CSS)

COMM:
- School of Communications (CALL + CNS = CSS)
- Matsunaga Institute move into School of Communications
- Library/Info Science (CNS to Communications, also PhD CIS)

COMPSCI:
- CNS to Engineering
- Electrical & Computer Engineering separate from computer engineering (COE)

MISC:
- Fashion/Merchandising (CTAHR to to CALL or Shidler College of Business)
- Historic Preservation (CALL to Arch)
- Human/Family (CTAHR to CSS)
- Astronomy (CNS to IfA)

REVISE

- MFA Theatre concentrations
- Education
- Combine Zoology & Botany grad programs
- Combining Theatre/Dance tracks
- Redesign MA Art History
- Supports planned changes to MS/PhD Microbiology
- Increase size of Education programs, PhD Social Welfare, & MS Public Health
- Decrease size of PhD American Studies, MBBE PhD

MISC.

- Hire recent PhD students adjusnts in History
- ASAN develop joining pathways w/ professional programs
- Move MS Shidler to Graduate Division
- New Masters at Outreach:
  - Applied Anthropology
  - Economics
  - Astronomy
  - Agrosecurity & Food Security

STOP OUT

- Full Recommend:
  - MA Music (some tracks)
- GCert Public Policy
- Temporary:
  - MA Religion (Asian - 1yr)
- MA French (reevaluation after redesign)
- Consider:
  - Public Policy Center
- Eliminate:
  - Public Policy Center

These suggestions are not final. Please continue to consult your department, and join GSO to consult with Provost Bruno on November 19th @4pm.